
 
Role: Grassroots Leader, Make Votes Matter 
 
Location: Bristol preferred (remote working also considered). 
Salary: £20,800 
Hours: flexible, 40 per week. Occasional out-of-hours work will be required. We would 
consider a job share between two candidates. 
Duration: One year rolling contract. 
Some travel will be required. 
Apply by: midnight Saturday 9th March 2019. 

About the campaign 

Make Votes Matter (MVM) is the cross-party campaign to introduce Proportional 
Representation (PR) to the House of Commons. The group formed after the hugely 
disproportionate 2015 General Election (in which 74% of votes were wasted and some votes 
were worth 168 times as much as others), and now leads the movement to win real 
democracy. MVM combines the power of people taking action from the grassroots up with 
coordinated activity by an Alliance of politicians, public figures, parties and organisations to 
win PR in years, not than decades. 

We have come a long way since we formed four years ago and made a great deal of 
progress in our mission to win real democracy. Most of this work has been achieved by a 
small team working incredibly hard, with the support of many wonderful volunteers, local 
groups, and allies both inside and outside Parliament. 

To gain a broad understanding of our strategic approach, you may find it helpful to read the 
narrative of our last Crowdfunder. 

Would you make a good Grassroots Leader? 

About the role 

We are looking for an exceptional individual to lead our grassroots work: one of the three 
main strands of MVM’s campaign strategy. Liaising closely with other senior staff, you will 
set the direction of the activist movement, lead a team and oversee planning and delivery of 
major actions. The role requires confidence, creativity, great organisational skills and strong 
communication.  

The successful candidate/s will: 

● Be passionate about winning Proportional Representation in the House of Commons. 
● Have a positive, proactive and thorough approach to creating and pursuing 

opportunities to meet campaign targets. 
● Have experience and confidence in planning and delivering complex events, actions 

and campaigns. 
● Ability to lead, inspire and manage a team of staff and volunteers. 
● An ability to learn quickly and to self-manage. 

https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/team/
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/find-local-group/
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/find-local-group/
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/the-pr-alliance/
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/prop-rep


 
The role sits within our small national campaign team, and will report jointly to the Co-Chief 
Executives, Joe Sousek and Klina Jordan. The role includes line management of one full 
time and one part time Engagement Leader. The contract will be for one year, with the 
possibility to extend depending on progress made. The role will be flexible depending on 
campaign requirements. 

Areas of responsibility to include: 

● Setting the direction of the grassroots movement in order to maximise mobilisation 
and support Labour and Alliance building objectives, in consultation with MVM’s 
team, volunteers and activists. 

● Coordinating and communicating with activists and local groups. 
● Primary responsibility for delivering 2-3 mass action days of various kinds (such as 

street stall days, lobbying events, demonstrations and creative direct actions) 
throughout the year, including collaborative concept development, planning and 
project management, and operational delivery. 

● Planning and timelining Allies’ involvement in promoting and participating in these 
action days. 

● Providing training, guidance and responsive support to activists in order to retain and 
increase the impact of grassroots volunteers. 

● Overseeing the MP lobbying campaign to support constituent-led lobbying of MPs, 
particularly in key constituencies. 

● Overall responsibility for managing team and local inboxes. 
● Delivering the above objectives through management of two staff team members 

(Engagement Leaders). 

Abilities and experience sought: 

● Excellent organisational skills. Ability to manage multiple competing priorities, plan 
and monitor time-sensitive preparations for major actions and events, and to remain 
calm under pressure. 

● Ability to generate creative and energetic approaches to driving political change and 
altering public perceptions, in order to develop strong concepts for action days and 
campaigns. 

● Proven ability to effectively manage teams of staff and volunteers; understanding and 
responding to varying skills, ability and availability of diverse activists. Experience of 
training volunteers or staff is desirable. 

● Excellent oral and written communication skills. 
● Strong digital skills and ability to get to grips with new consumer software quickly: 

Google Drive, social media, graphic design, Slack, etc. 
● Experience of driving large-scale digital campaigns to dramatically increase social 

media presence and supporter bases. 
● Basic knowledge of PR voting systems and the politics of electoral reform. 

https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/news/demand-democracy-day
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/news/2018/12/17/lobbyists-meet-mps-in-westminster-to-make-the-case-for-fair-votes
https://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/the-pr-alliance


 
Ideally the successful applicant will be able to work from our Bristol HQ in lovely Clifton 
Wood, but we are open to applicants who may wish to work remotely for part of the time. 

The role/s would be paid in line with all Make Votes Matter employees: £10.00 / hour, plus 
expenses (we’re pretty keen on equality at MVM, particularly equality of votes!). Our 
movement relies on thousands of small donations from individuals who are passionate about 
winning real democracy; we value all donations and our pay rate aims to optimise this 
income. Beyond financial pay, we also offer the opportunity: 

● To be part of an innovative, democratically-organised staff team. 
● To work directly with politicians, parties and organisations at the most senior levels. 
● To play a vital role in an unashamedly ambitious campaign to win the biggest 

advance in British democracy since women won the vote. 

We positively encourage applications from people of all identities / communities / 
demographics, including but not restricted to those of gender, sexuality, ethnicity, disability 
and age. Any appointment made will be based solely on merit. 

If you think this role is for you, we invite you to apply by midnight Saturday 9th March 
2019. Please email your CV (maximum two sides of A4) and a short covering note 
(maximum one side of A4 equivalent) explaining why you think you’re right for the role to: 
team@makevotesmatter.org.uk. We will invite a shortlist of candidates to interview, initially 
via video calls, with finalists invited to second-round interviews in person. Initial interviews 
will be held from the week commencing Monday 1st April 2019. 

If you know someone who you think would be good at this role please invite them to apply. 
 


